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would never be able to deliver. Now they want more engines.
They also need larger planes to go to Essen. They have refused
and still do refuse the only size of plane that will satisfactorily
bomb Essen, on the plea that it is ' aerodynamically' wrong.
Thursday, October 26//K
Came to London. Lunched with Glutton-Brock and Judge
Evans. The latter a collector. Then old Rawlinson came to
the same table, also a collector. This talk was rather refreshing
and reassuring. It showed how painters materially live.
Worked on my novel {after a sleep) all afternoon till 5 p.m.
I dined alone and went alone to Aldwych in the dark in a creeping
taxi to see " II Seraglio ". In time for second act. Long tedious
waits. A few too-well dressed women in boxes, attended by
their courts. Lovely tunes in opera. But otherwise nearly as
ridiculous as musical comedy.
I got some cigarettes yesterday with a card of astronomical
information about Mars. Some boys may grow up with cigarette
cards their sole education.
Friday, November yd.
I came to London on Wednesday and took possession of apart-
ment " C " at the R. Thames Y.C. which I have rented. Rather
like celibate life in Paris again. I dined at the Club and read
Macready's diary; extraordinary sensation of having resumed a
closed chapter of existence.
Dined with M. at Elysee Restaurant. Dancing by two nice
professional girls at intervals. Young nut who came hi at 9.31
and asked whether it was just before or just after drink-closing
time. He crossed legs and leaned on stick before beginning to
ask waiter.
Caledonian Market this morning. I got there too soon and
saw trucks and hand-carts and carts being wheeled up by all
sorts of people—many foreigners. Type of pale puffed skin, or
pinched and full red lips. I went back to tailor s to try on, and
went to market again at noon, when it was in full swing. I
bought an eastern bowl,
Thursday, November gth.
At night I went to Lord Mayor's Banquet with Regge of Frinton.
I asked usher if I had to be received.   He said I could please
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